CULTURAL PROGRAMME
MOSCOW

Moscow

Airport service
Sheremetyevo airport VIP-hall, Moscow, starting at 20 000 RUB per person.
Domodedovo airport VIP-hall, Moscow, starting at 23 000 RUB per person.
Vnukovo airport VIP-hall, Moscow, starting at 17 000 RUB per person.
_________________________________________________________________
*ambassador hall may be provided if the delegation includes state-level officials

Transfers to hotels
SVO, VKO, DME:
BUSINESS-CLASS: MB E-class or similar – from 2 500 rubles
PREMIUM-CLASS: MB S-class or similar - from 5 000 rubles
PLUS: MB V-class or similar – from 6 000 rubles

Transport support
Personal driver service on premium and business
class vehicles for any length of time from one hour
to several days.
Bus rental – from 4 500 rubles per 1 hour*
Rent of MB E-class or similar – from 2 600 rubles per
1 hour*
Rent of MB S-class or similar – from 4 800 rubles per
1 hour*

______________________________________

* Minimum order 3 hours + 1 hour for car delivering

Personal Assistance
The personal assistance service provides complete support throughout your trip
at 3 500 RUB per hour*
_____________________________________________________________________________________
* Minimum order - 10 hours.

Linguistic Support
We will provide the service of an interpreter for any occasion, such as guided tours or business
dinners in a restaurant, social events or formal negotiations, as well as written translation of any
kind of documents.

Photographer Service
Upon request, professional photographer service is available on guided tours, business
meetings, forums or specially staged photo shoots.

Accommodations

Ritz Carlton

Lotte

Four Seasons

*any other hotels on request

Accommodations

Radisson Royal Ukraine

Baltschug Kempinski

Swissôtel Krasniy Holmy

*any other hotels on request

Accommodations
Ritz Carlton

«Superior» 14 160 rubles
«Deluxe» 16 520 rubles
«Club» 28 320 rubles
«Carlton» 82 600 rubles

Lotte

«Superior» 36 080 rubles
«Deluxe» 44 350 rubles
«Suit» 49 050 rubles
«Superior Club» 48 700 rubles

Four Seasons

«Premier» 49 770 rubles
«Deluxe» 55 430 rubles
«Grand Premier» 73 740 rubles

*Prices are for single occupancy including breakfast and VAT

Accommodations
Radisson Royal Ukraine

«Superior» 15 340 rubles
«Deluxe» 23 600 rubles
«Ambassador» 34 000 rubles
«Maybach» 212 000 rubles

Baltschug Kempinski

«Superior» 20 060 rubles
«Deluxe» 23 600 rubles
«Studio» 41 300 rubles
«Red Square» 159 300 rubles

Swissôtel Krasye Holmy

«Advantage» 15 340 rubles
«Club»* 22 420 rubles
Lux «Corner»* 30 680 rubles
Lux «Executive»* 50 000 rubles
* access to Swiss Executive club lounge

*Prices are for single occupancy including breakfast and VAT

Cultural programme

The Kremlin and Red Square
The two are easily the most recognizable
and popular Russian capital landmarks. The
Kremlin’s star-topped red towers are an
established brand and a symbol of
Moscow. Having served as a defensive
structure since the 12th century, the Kremlin
has been repeatedly burned and rebuilt
during the long centuries of its history. Red
square has been a witness of a number of
important state events. Folkmoots, fairs,
parades and various cultural celebrations
and occasions were taking place here.

The Armory Chamber
The Armory Chamber of the Moscow Kremlin is a world-renowned unique museum
of military equipment. It is also home to collections of royal clothing, gold and silver
objects, and many original items created by Russian, European and Eastern
craftsmen.

The Russian Diamond Fund
Unique masterpieces of the 18th-20th centuries jewelry art, rare precious stones,
insignia and nuggets of precious metals of a great historical, artistic, scientific and
material value, the Diamond Fund’s unique collection closely follows the history of the
Russian state over the centuries. Do not miss the famous Orlov cut diamond named
after a royal minion of the Empress Catherine the Great.

St. Basil's Cathedral
St. Basil's Cathedral, otherwise the Cathedral
of the Intercession of the Most Holy Theotokos
on the Moat, is one of the most important
monuments of ancient Russian architecture of
the 16th century. The Cathedral possesses
unique wall paintings and an impressive
collection of ancient Russian iconography
and church art masterpieces. The ensemble
of ten churches with full iconostases and
interiors reflecting the four-century history of
the cathedral is absolutely unique.

The Tretyakov Gallery
The most prominent museum of Russian national art, the Tretyakov Gallery reflects its unique contribution
to the world culture.
The collection contains more than 180 000 exhibits and is constantly growing.
The annual number of visitors passing through the halls of the museum is more than 1.5 million people.

The Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts
The Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts houses one of the largest collections of foreign art in Russia. The
present collection contains about 700 000 works from different eras, ranging from Ancient Egypt and
Ancient Greece to the beginning of the 21st century. The museum is also home to a unique collection of
French art of 19th-20th centuries, which is one of the most famous in the world.

Bolshoi
In downtown Moscow on a beautiful square
there is the main temple of Russia's culture - the
Bolshoi Theater. The pride of all Russia - Bolshoi
Theater - is one of the world’s biggest opera
and ballet theaters, rated as high as La Scala in
Italy and Covent Garden in England.
Ticket prices for all the performances from the
repertoire start from RUB 5000 per person (stalls).
Ballet
«Swan Lake»
«The Sleeping Beauty»
«Jewels»
«La Bayadere»
«Giselle»
«Le Corsaire»

Opera
«La Bohème»
«Eugene Onegin»
«The Idiot»
«Prince Igor»
«The Queen of Spades»
«La Traviata»

The State Kremlin Palace and the
Kremlin Ballet Theatre
The theatre specializes in the creative development of the
classical traditions of Russian ballet art as well as creating
original works based on classical literary material. The Kremlin
ballet repertoire includes both the classic performances
directed by the great masters of the past such as M. Petipa, A.
Gorsky, L. Ivanov, and the ballets staged by outstanding
contemporary choreographers.
Ticket prices for all the performances from the repertoire start
from RUB 5 000 per person (stalls).
Ballet
«Swan Lake»
«The Sleeping Beauty»
«La Bayadere»
«Giselle»

«The Nutcracker»
«Ruslan and Lyudmila»
«La Esmeralda»
«Le Corsaire»

Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko Moscow
Academic Musical Theatre
The theatre is located in a historic building on Bolshaya
Dmitrovka street. After a major reconstruction in 20032006, the modern theater is now one of the most stateof-the-art theater complexes in Europe, which still retains
its inherent comfort and hospitality.
Ticket prices for all the performances from the repertoire
start from RUB 5 000 per person (stalls).
Ballet
«Swan Lake»
«Cinderella»
«La Bayadere»
«Giselle»
«The Nutcracker»
«La Esmeralda»
«The Seagull»

Opera
«Aida»
«La Bohème»
«War and Peace»
«Eugene Onegin»
«Carmen»
«Madama Butterfly»
«Tosca»

The Izmailovo Kremlin
A huge cultural and entertainment
complex, designed according to the
ancient royal residence drawings
founded under the Tsar Alexei
Mikhailovich, the father of Peter the
Great. Built in the best traditions of
ancient Russian architecture, the brightly
painted Izmailovo Kremlin is being
frequently called ‘the most Russian
place’ of Moscow. The territory of the
Izmailovo Kremlin is also famous for its
several original museums, such as the
Vodka History Museum, the Museum of
the History of Russian Toys, educational
tours, folk crafts workshops, festivals and
celebrations.

Kolomenskoye Village
Kolomenskoye village territory is part of
the the Moscow State Integrated Art
and Historical Architectural and Natural
Landscape Museum-Reserve.
It is one of the oldest human habitation
settlements on the territory of modern
Moscow. The archaeological sites
located in its vicinity indicate the
presence of the Stone Age people (5th3rd Millennium BC).

The Tsaritsyno
Located on the South-Eastern outskirts of
the capital, the Tsaritsyno historical
reserve complex includes the
eponymous palace and park ensemble,
a 18th century architectural monument,
and the adjacent Tsaritsyno ponds and
landscape park. It is the largest and one
of the most important museum
complexes in Moscow.

The Arkhangelskoye palace
One of the loveliest sights of the
Moscow region, the Arkhangelskoye
palace is renowned for its exceptional
beauty and unique atmosphere of
antiquity. The Palace and Park complex
is famous for its remarkable 18th–19th
centuries architecture and unique
decoration. Here, amazing villas and
luxurious castles are surrounded by
charming lawns, manicured alleys and
marble statues.

The Moscow Underground
Ranking the sixth in the world in terms of
daily use, the Moscow Underground is
undoubtedly one of the most luxurious in
the world. It is also constantly growing
and developing.

The MUSEON Park of Arts
The MUSEON Park of Arts is a unique
open-air sculpture museum. The
collection includes more than 1000
sculptures: the Soviet era and
socialist realism period monuments,
the works of Russian avant-garde
and contemporary artists, as well as
public art. Over the past few years,
the MUSEON has become one of the
most dynamically developing
cultural and educational sites in the
city.

Shopping tours in Moscow
Our experienced image consultants will
help you find your own unique style, do
some great shopping
and discover the luxurious side of
Moscow in just one trip.
Exploring TSUM, GUM, world famous
brands boutiques and elite fur shops in
the company of our fashion-guides will
give you an unforgettable experience
and an updated stylish wardrobe.
There is a Tax Free system for foreign
citizens.

Walking tour of Moscow
One of the most popular
educational tourism activities in the
capital. Touring around Moscow
provides a wonderful experience for
every age group. This unique
popularity is achieved through the
incredibly rich cultural and historical
component of the Russian capital,
the magnificent sights of the city
and a stunning variety of its
architectural styles.

Traveling from Moscow to St.Petersburg
There are regular 1.5 hour long flights to
St. Petersburg from each of the three
Moscow airports.
Economy class tickets starting at RUB
6000 per person
Business class tickets starting at RUB 40000
per person
Driving up to 250 km/h, the Sapsan
high-speed train will take you from the
capital to the city of white nights in just
four hours.
First class tickets starting at RUB 10000
per person
Business class tickets starting at RUB
7000 per person

Restaurants and bars

Restaurant «Dr.Zhivago»
Located right in front of the Kremlin, the Dr. Zhivago restaurant is a strikingly
magnificent and atmospheric place where art objects are smoothly integrated
into the interiors. Its snow-white hall welcomes guests with the works of some
brightest Soviet artists of the 20th century including Malevich, Petrov-Vodkin
and Samokhvalov.
The combination of unique local foods and modern ways of cooking gives a
new meaning to the traditional Russian and Soviet cuisine.

Restaurant «Ruski»
The highest restaurant in Europe with Russian cuisine and breathtaking views
is situated in Moscow City.
The restaurant with a panoramic view occupies the 85th floor of the "OKO"
skyscraper in Moscow City and it seems to be floating in the air - the space is
bright and breathing. The elegant and modern atmosphere of Ruski
perfectly corresponds to the spirit of the restaurant, offering its guests
traditional Russian cuisine from chef Alexander Volkov-Medvedev.

The Sixty Restaurant
The Sixty Restaurant is located on the 62nd floor of the Moscow City
business center Federation Tower.
Every hour, special mechanisms open the restaurant's windows so
that the guests may enjoy the fresh air at an altitude of 225 meters.

Restaurant «Savva»
The restaurant boasts a characteristic respectable mix of history
and modernity where marble halls, large columns, high ceilings,
massive doors and pompous interiors coexist with a bright,
intelligent, juicy, modern cuisine.

Restaurant «Erwin.река»
The panoramic windows of the Flotilla Radisson icebreaker yacht can be
counted on to offer a fascinating view of the main attractions of the capital at
any time of the day.
The restaurant boasts an extremely impressive assortment of seafood: from
oysters and caviar, crabs and crayfish and a variety of shrimps from several
Russian seas, to a unique regional delicacy collection including the Baikal omul
and the Sosvinsk herring.
Departures twice a day on weekdays: at 3:30 and 8 p.m., and three times on
weekends: 12:00, 3:00 and 8:30 p.m.

Restaurant «Café Pushkin»
One of Moscow’s most elite restaurants specializing in the old
aristocratic Russian cuisine. This is the first theatre-restaurant project with
a reconstructed historical atmosphere.

Restaurant «Matryoshka»
The menu is built around the best local delicacies from different
parts of Russia: from golden Yakutian crucian carp to sea urchin
from Kamchatka to hazelnut from Kaluga, cloudberry from Karelia
and wild honey from Bashkiria.

Restaurant «Ermak»
The architectural ensemble of the restaurant follows the ancient
traditions of Russian wooden architecture of the 16th-17th centuries.
Hunting trophies roasted on hot coals: bear or moose meat
accompanied by a shot of vodka and black caviar on white bread are
a treat not only for your body, but also for your soul.

Restaurant «Chaika»
The restaurant's fish showcase displays
oysters, sea urchins, crabs, shrimps,
scallops and other seafood. At your
request, fish may be cooked whole
covered with sea salt, grilled, baked in
the oven with side vegetables or in
another way you prefer

Restaurant «White Rabbit»
2018 was the fourth year that the White Rabbit was included in the
world's 50 Best Restaurants ranking, taking the 15th place.
This is the place where Russian cuisine is celebrated along with the latest
culinary trends, and Russian food rises to the height of the recognized
delicacies.

Restaurant «Beluga»
By the decision of the country’s leading restaurant critics, The Beluga was voted the best restaurant in Russia.
The menu offers all sorts of caviar served in every way imaginable, champagne, fish, vodka and other
Russian delicacies, including Bottarga from the black sea flounder.

Restaurant «Bolshoi»
The two impeccably elegant rooms are furnished
by Ralph Lauren and decorated with exclusive
collections of contemporary art.
The menu boasts classical Russian cuisine dishes
side by side with the chef’s original experiments.

Restaurant «Severyane»
An atmospheric restaurant with unique
original cuisine where every single dish is a
small work of art that can satisfy the most
demanding gourmet’s taste.

Restaurant «Selfie»
According to the World's Best Restaurants, Selfie occupies the 70th
place in the 2018 top hundred restaurants list.
The open kitchen, which allows the guests to watch the chefs’
virtuoso work, turns this restaurant into a kind of gastronomic
theater.

Restaurant «Turandot»
The restaurant serves Pan-Asian and European cuisine. The
combination of the Eastern culinary traditions with individual
Western approach and the fusion of the most distinctive
elements of different gastronomic cultures complete the
intriguing image created by the unique European imitation of
the Chinese style of the 17th-18th centuries interiors.

Restaurant «Voronezh»
A representative of the cuisine of Russian provinces, Voronezh also
boasts the widest choice of meat delicacies in Moscow today.

Restaurant «MariVanna»
It is a cozy home atmosphere restaurant, stylized as an
apartment where people have really been living. Cute
little interior items are bound to evoke nostalgia in every
guest’s heart. Here, cut crystal vases filled with bagels,
gingerbread and vanilla biscuits are set upon lace napkins,
soup is served in the soup-bowls, and salads with the
second helping.

Restaurant «Valenok»
The restaurant is fronted by a single
largest in the world hand-crafted felt
boot, which is six-meter high and
serves as a symbol of Russia with its
broad soul and vast expanses.
The restaurant’s international menu is
based exclusively on the domestic
farm products.

Restaurant «Babel»
An original project revealing the soul of the Black Sea coast through the traditional Odessa
dishes and European cuisine. The restaurant’s brand-chef Alena Komar shares Odessa culinary
traditions with her guests. A talented chef and a wonderful hostess, she deftly plays with the
tastes and sensations of the guests, turning traditional dishes into the high cuisine, while keeping
and multiplying their childhood memories of the home-cooked food.

Moscow restaurants
Fahrenheit - european cuisine – average check 2 000 rubles
5642 VYSOTA - caucasian cuisine – average check 1 500 rubles
ELARDJI - georgian cuisine – average check 2 000 rubles
Sakhli - georgian cuisine – average check 2 000 rubles
Probka na Tsvetnom - italian cuisine – average check 2 500 rubles
Semifreddo - italian cuisine – average check 2 500 rubles
Antinori - italian cuisine – average check 3 000 rubles
Chicha - peruvian cuisine – average check 1500 rubles
Zodiac - panasian cuisine – average check 1 500 rubles
Black Thai - thai cuisine - average check 2 000 rubles
Ducks and noodles - chinese cuisine - average check 1 500 rubles
Kimchi – korean cuisine– average check 1 500 rubles
Mr. Lebanese - lebanese cuisine– average check 1 500 rubles
Bono - european cuisine– average check 2 500 rubles.
Mercedes Bar - japanese cuisine – average check 2 500 rubles
RYBY NET - meat restaurant– average check 1 500 rubles
La marée - fish restaurant– average check 2 500 rubles
Pescstore - fish restaurant– average check 2 500 rubles

Bar tour
Accompanied by our experienced
guide, the tour members visit different
bars, get to know each other, take
part in funny contests and get
bonuses and cocktails. Each route is
designed to get all the fun, whether
it's a party, a concert or the night's
final accord like dancing on the
tables!
• 4 bars • 4 welcome drinks • dancing
• funny guides • photo report • bar quest

